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CAVE NOTES
Puhlication of Cave Research Associates

September/October.

Volume 2, No.5

Kolb Natural Bridge, Grand Canyon, Arizona, discovered
in 1952 by Barry Goldwater. Sketch shows the limestone
arch spanning a tributary
of NankoweapCanyon, with
the Redwall cliff in the background. (from photogra:I=h
by A.Y. Owen, courtesy LIFE Magazine, lent by Senator
Goldwater)
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1960

ANALYTICAL

REVIEWS

REILLY, P.T. Aerial discoveries in
voj , 32, #3. p , 68-72.
Jan. 1960.

the

Grand Canyon.

Plateau,

This 1s the first report on a natural bridge discovered by P.T.
Reilly in 140 Mile Canyon of Grand Canyon National Park. This feature, named Keyhole Bridge,
is one of four mentioned in the Park,
but the only one discussed in detail.
The others were also found
in the last ten years: one in Nankoweap Canyon, discovered by
Senator Barry Goldwater; and two in Lava Creek Amphitheatre, spotted by the Hartman Charter Air Service. All of these bridges occur
in the Redwall (Mississippian) limestone, which forms the most important cliff of the Grand Canyon topography,
and a unit which in
certain localities contains a high cave density.
Reilly explains how Keyhole Bridge has formed along the Sinyala
fault zone, which determines the axis of 140 Mile Canyon1s southwest branch. At the head of
the Redwall gorge, the canyon
;',\~,
stream, fed by run-off and
<~.\...~,>' Supai formation springs, is
~,_ said to have worked its way
down through fissures in the
shattered limestone, dissolving and corrading the zone
to form a cave. SUbsequently,
its roof gave way at the upstream end, transforming the
cave into an arch.
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It has been my experience
in reconnoitering the Redwall
escarpment to find numerous
solution caves, some underlying present-day
canyons,
others independent, but all
favored and guided by faults,
folds, and solutional sags.
In Marble Gorg~ springs occur
on both sides of the Colorado
River, showing that channels
cross under the river, and
cave segments perched in the
cliffs demonstrate that the
river
severed pre-existant
caves (lange, A. Cave evolution in Marble Gorge of the
Colorado River. Plateau, vol.
29, #1, p. 12-21. July 1956).
In upper Shinumo Canyon, an
old cave has determined the
course of the Redwall gorge
for several hundred yards.

The cave is now unroofed, but its
continuations are still very evident, though filled with sediments.
It must at one time have formed a
long tunnel way
for
the surface
stream.
Another natural bridge, discovered by Merrel Clubb in the Redwall
gorge of Muav Canyon, is the expression of the coalescence of a collapsed cave with a series of unroofed caves still partially exposed in the gorge walls opposite.
Since surface flow into the collapse
doline is negligible,
it is of a
type different from Keyhole Bridge.
Natural bridges can form in many
different ways, as Cleland (North
American natural bridges, with a dis'
cussion of their origin. Geol. Soc.
of America,
Bull. 21,
p.313-338.
1910. J demonstrated in detail. Certainly the varied conditions and topographies of Grand Canyon, now and
in the past, can have admitted diVerse evolutions for some of its
features. I believe that Reilly's
interpretation
of Keyhole Bridge allows us to add the process of
stream segmentation to the list of cavern phenomena that have acted in Grand Canyon.
Arthur L. Lange, C.R.A.
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AMERICAN MIDLAND NATURALIST.
Symposium:
Speciation and raciation
in cavernicoles. vol. 64, #1, p. 1-64. JUly 1960.*
The rapid growth of publications concerning North American cave
biology and the increased collecting activities of biospeleologists may make this symposium dated before it becomes widely used.
Nevertheless, thia publication will remain outstanding in a field
which lagged astonishingly
for a half century in America while
biospeleology flourished in Europe. This report points up our rich
and varied subterranean fauna. Much of this advancement 1s due to
the efforts of Thomas Barr, Jr. who has collected extensively in
numerous American caves.
The spirit

of

* Syrrposiumsponsored

this symposium is aptly stated by Dr. Barr whom
by the National Speleological.

Chicago, December1959.
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Society at MAS neetdng

in

I quote

(po

7):

liAs stated
near the
speleology has not yet

beginning of this discussion,
American blofully emerged from the
stage of discovery

and description
of cavernicole species. The application of cave
studies to basic ecological problems must be delayed until at
least the preliminary foundation has been laid by taxonomy. To fu~
ther such groundwork this symposium has been arranged. The fol~
lowing collection
of papers might more properly be designated
a
'progress report' than a symposium. If, however, it serves as a
spur to further investigation and, for a time, as an introduction
to the study of North American cavernlcole speciation, then its
goal

will

have been achieved.
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1

~
.
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The symposium 1s arranged with an introduction by Dr. Barr followed by eight papers concerning specific groups of cavernlcoles:
Planarians by Libbie H. Hyman; Crayfish by Horton H. Hubbs, Jr.
and Thomas Barr, Jr.; Opilionids by Clarence and Marie Goodnight;
Collembola by Kenneth Christiansen;
Beetles (Rhadine) by Thomas
Barr, Jr.; Pselaphid beetles by OrlandO Park; False scorpions by
J.G. Chamberlin and David R. Malcolm; Millipede by Nell B. Causey.
Also inclUded 1s an appendix by Brother G. Nicholas on the macroscopic troglobitic organisms of the United States.
The introduction provides a discussion of the biospe1eo1ogical
terminology used throughout the symposium. The publication also
provides a useful outline of the status of each major troglobitic
catagory and suggestions of problems and areas still unsampled for
cave animals. The checklist by Brother Nicholas of troglobitic
cave animals is the first that has been attempted in this country.
Many references to North American biospeleology are found throughout the symposium, but the work itself is not a comprehensive survey of the subject. As a selection of current work, however,
I
recommend it highly.
Richard E. Graham, C.R.A.

*

*

*

*

*

KAYE, CLIFFORD A. Shoreline features and Quaternary
shoreline
changes, Puerto Rico. U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper
317-B, 140p. 1959.
Kaye recently published three papers
(#317A,B,C) interpreting
Puerto Rico geology. This second report focuses on the landscape
fo~ms of the island coast and the processes fashioning them. Travellng around the shore, you follow a changing panorama of scenes
from the indented coastline of the northeast, past alluvial
lowlands, rocky headlands,
plains, swamps and lagoons, and on to
coastal bluffs of dense limestone. The author documents the prevailing geographical factors--tides,
currents, temperatures, salinity, wind and wave patterns--and then analyses the beachforms
and individual structures, including terraces, plttings, sea-level
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nips, reefs and dunes, together with their stratigraphy,
so
the features can at the end be used in an interpretation of
ternary events. He concludes the paper with a chronology of
level changes since late Pleistocene
and their correlation
the world glacial calendar.

that
Quaseawith

One of the most prominent lithologic units studied is the carbonate-cemented eolianite,
or dune-sandstone, of the north coast,
which, being susceptible to solution by rain water, spray, and the
waves, erodes in forms reminiscent of the karst sculpture of denser limestones
and cave relief. This affords the opportunity in.
this discussion to relate some of the shoreline features to their
karst and cave analogs, and it 1s to this purpose that I confine
my remarks.
The individual units of rock sculpture, be they above or below
ground, comprise the elements of over-all topography,
for it is
through the coalescence of pittings, depressions, nips, and channels that the eolianite surfaces reduce; Just as underground, the
union of tubes, domes, niches, and pockets bring about the composite picture which we call a cave.
One of the most elementary forms which Kaye explains is that of
the round-bottomed
pits occurring
in the eolianite beyond the
spray zone. Starting from an initial depression, the pit is dissolved downward by rain water, whose level fluctuates with alternations of rain and evaporation.
Since the bottom region is submerged longer than the upper walls, the pit deepens faster than it
widens.
Another type of pit occurs only in the spray zone. It is characteristically flat-floored
with undercut walls. Kaye proposes
that the initial pit is here not dissolved everywhere on its wetted surface but only at the pool surface (pool-level erosion). A
partly filled basin, therefore, would be expected to widen at an
intermediate level. These pits are commonly interconnected
by
spillway channels. Where the overflow has cut down to the floor, a
new cycle of pitting superimposes,
and by this continual succession, the eolianite is eroded away.
Kaye attributes pool-level erosion partly to a density
stratification: lighter, less saturated rain water overlying denser and
more concentrated sea water. A second factor mentioned is mechanical erosion by salt crystallization on the pit walls at the evaporating surface.
Other types observed are cylindrical pits, probably true potholes, and cup-shaped
and elongated pits produced by boring animals, notably sea urchins and chltons within the intertidal zona.
Tidal terraces form on limestone and the dune-sandstone in the
intertidal zone. They resemble the rimstone travertine terraces,
or gours, of caves and hot springs, here being regularly washed by
the waves. Encrustations of coralline algae, probably preferring
the zone of aerated sea water, build upon the ridges and dams en- 37 -

The initial
closing the pools, preserving them from destruction.
depressions may have originated from a pitted surface; and the
terrace, from the floor of a nip or base level of former pitting.
Sea-level nips are a common feature in the eolianite and denser
limestone, both in Puerto Rico and along other tropical shores.
Their upper level occurs at mean-high-wave level, and their lower
at the line of the troughs of average waves at low tide. They vary
in height from ten feet on exposed coasts to three or four feet in
leeward zones, with incisions up to twelve or more feet deep on
the ocean front.
Various explanations,
of which Kaye cites several, have been
published to account for sea-level nips in different localities.
Taillefer,
in considering those of the calcareous eolianite of
Bermuda, relates them to aeration and renewing of water in the
wave zone
(Les rivages des Bermudes et les formes littorales de
dissolution du calcaire. Cahiers de Geo ra hie de uebec, nouvelle
serie, #2, p. 115-138. 1957.
Corbel attributes nips along limestone shores of lakes, rivers, and the sea of eastern Canada to solution by melting snow on ice packs, aided by break-Up (see Cave
Notes, vol. 1, #5, p, 17-19. Sept./Oet. 1959). In Puerto Rico,
nips occur only in the carbonate rocks, so that Kaye ascribes them
to solution by slightly undersaturated sea water, enhanced by wave
agitation,
a principle which he developed in an earlier report
(The effect of solvent motion on limestone solution. Journal of
Geology, vol. 65, #1, p. 35-46. Jan. 1957). Horizontal solution
nips thus would be confined to the zone of water surface oscillation, except for nfossil" nips marking former sea levels. Examples
of the latter also occur on the island.
The arguments of Kaye lead us directly into a discussion of the
effects of the concentration and solution-rate gradients in limestone waters.
In the above examples, concentration gradients oscillating vertically have been introduced to account for the
structures.
Related features in other realms form a long list. For example,
the tina1itas
of arid limestones--shallow,
flat-floored incised
basins--are explained by Smith and Albritton by the depositing of
caliche at the surface of their rain water pools, thereby confining solution to the lower zones (Solution effects on limestone as
a function of slope. Geol. Soc. of America Bull. 52, p. 61-78.
1941). In overflowing gours or rlmstone pools, dams are projected
upward by deposition along the locus of spillover, some say due to
evaporation or C02 release under agitation; others, to organic deposition.
In closed pools, films or crusted strands of calcite
build out over the surface. The lake in Devills Hole, Nevada, 35
feet long, is ringed completely by a strand (Lange, A.
Geometrical basis for cave interpretation.
National Speleological Society
Bull. 22, in press).
Concentration gradients, maintained by continual replenishment
of fresh water, develop flat, positivelysloping walls, according to Gripp, who duplicated these L8sungsfazetten in laboratory experiments using salt blocks and a salt
solution (tiber den Gipsberg und die in ibm vorhandene
H8hle.
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Hamburg Wlssenschaftliche
Anstalten.
Jahrbuch 30, Belheft 6,
s. 35-51. 1912). Cave of the Quills, in California,
periodically
flooded, exhibits positive slopes protected from advanced solution
by a coating of mud.
In some caves containing lakes and open to
the sky, notably Bower Cave, California,
we encounter water-level
horizons over six feet deep and high, at several levels, and in
form very like those described by Kaye. Can we as cr-tbe these cave
nips to wave agitation at the pool surface, or to a dissolving
layer of rain water? Flat ceilings which transect bedding come
about, according
to Bretz (Vadose and phreatic features of limestone caverns.
Journal of Geolo6Y, vol. 50, #6, p- 675-811. 1942).,
by aggrading streams forced asaiDst the roof by their own sediments; according to Davies (Origin of caves in folded limestone.
National Sneleological Society Bull. 22, in press), by a zone of
greater solUbility at the top of a uniform "water-tablell•
In my
own opinion, these flat ceilings need merely be the expression of
the upward limit of solution by a homogeneous water body, kept
at a constant level, probably by a spillover.
I have tried to show in the preceeding examples how Kaye's
studies might enter into cave interpretation, if evaluated and applied judiciously. The better we can relate surface features to
the forms underground,
where sheltering condttions favor a more
ideal geometry, the more significant our interpretations become to
geological application.
Arthur

L. Lange,

C.R.A.

PROCEEDINGS
!:!&J:&:
Additional information and two corrections have been received
from Ingenieur Mihai Serban of the Instltutul de Speblogie, Cluj,
Rumania, regarding their forthcoming publication,
Ima6es des
6rottes de 1a Republigue po1ulaire Roumain~ which was announced in
Cave Notes, vol. 2, #3, May June 1960, The publication is in commemoration of the 40th Anniversary of the founding of the Institute by Emile Racovitza, the first biospeleologist.
The Institute
is now directed by Prof. C. Matas, of Bucharest.
The book is to be an album of photographs and text, prepared by
M. gerban, and his colleagues
I. Viehmann and D. Coman of the
Institute at Cluj, containing information and illustrations of
Rumanian speleology, including a biography of Racovitza.
The text
is being prepared in French, Russian, and Hungarian. If sufficiant
interest is expressed by speleological groups, libraries, and scientific institutions, English and German translations may be made.
Individuals and,institutions may place advance orders now with the
publishers:
I 'Edition "Ner-Ldf.ane",Direction; Bucuresti, Rrunaniaj
Plata Scintii No.1,
who can supply further information.
- 39 -
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Note:

Richard E. Graham,
treasurer of Cave Research Associates,
has
taken a position
for this year with the Department of Mammals of
the American Museum of Natural History in New York.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

NUNEz J~~
ANTONIOo Humboldt. ospeleologo
Ha.bana~Cuba. 42 p. 1960.

precursor.

Reimpresion

A detailed. review
of Alexander 'son Humboldt's contributions
and archeology.
Many caves in Latin America,
including Cuba,
LAWRmCE,BARBARA.Fossil Tadarida from New Mexico.
U, #3, p, 320-322. Aug. 1960.

Journal

del lNRA~

to epeleology
are discussed.
of MammologY',voi.

Tedarlda. constantinei
was collected
by Denny G. Constantine
from an ancient guano deposit in New Ca.ve (Slaughter Cave) in Carlsbad Caverns National
Park. This guano, located in a portion of the cave called. IIFo:l'sil Alleyil, has
been dated as older than 17,800 years.
VILLAR,B&RNABDO.
Tadarida YUCatanica 1n Tama:u1ipas. Joumal
U, #3, p, 314-319. Aug. 1960.

of HaJml1Ologr,vol.

Tadarida ;yucatan1ca~ noted because it. is sedentary
and restricted
to the
Yucatan Penninsula,
has now been recognized. in Cueva del Abra in Tamaulipas.
It
is thought that this single colony was swept across the Gulf of Mexico by
hurricane winds.
PODZrnEK, JOSEF. An attempt
at explaining the llbreathingll of spaces
caves.
Studia Geophysica at Geodaetica, vol. 2, p, 165-173.
1958.

in

ice

The

author gives
an account of his detailed
study and explanation of a
effect in a Slovakian cave (L'adova jaskyiia),
and attempts to develop a mathematieal. description
of the phenonencn,
breathing

Allen Kaplan, Editor

CAVENOTESi.e available
biloonthly for $1.00 per year, or on exchange. Mid-year
aubecrdptdone racei ve the earlier issues for that volume. Subscriptions
and communications should be addressed to: CAVERE3EA.RQ{ ASSOCIATES,1911A Berkeley Way,
Berkeley 4, California.
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